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Abstract. It is shown that electron injection into a laser-driven plasma bubble can
be manipulated by applying an external magnetic ﬁeld in the presence of a plasma
density gradient. The down-ramp of the density-tailored plasma locally reduces the
plasma wave phase velocity, which triggers injection. The longitudinal magnetic ﬁeld
dynamically induces an expanding hole in the electron density distribution at the rear
of the wake bubble, which reduces the peak electron velocity in its vicinity. Electron
injection is suppressed when the electron velocity drops below the phase velocity, which
depends on the size of the density hole. This enables the start and end of electron
injection to be independently controlled, which allows generation of sub-femtosecond
electron bunches with peak currents of a few kilo-Ampere, for an applied magnetic
ﬁeld of ∼ 10 Tesla.
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1. Introduction
A plasma density wave or wake driven by the ponderomotive force of an ultraintense
laser pulse can trap electrons and accelerate them to high energies [1, 2]. This wellknown laser wakeﬁeld acceleration (LWFA) promises compact sources of high energy
electrons because of the ultra-strong accelerating electric ﬁelds, which can exceed 100
GV/m, in the so-called bubble regime that is characterized by a spherical electron
cavity containing ions and surrounded by a high-density electron sheath [3, 4, 5, 6].
In particular, the electron bunches obtained in the LWFA can be ultrashort, which is
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a major advantage of the LWFA and of great signiﬁcance as drivers of ultrashort Xray sources and potential compact X-ray free-electron lasers [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
In general, the high-quality electron bunch should reside within the accelerating and
focusing region of a wakeﬁeld with a length about λp /4 in the linear regime [14, 15],
where λp is the linear plasma wavelength. In the nonlinear bubble regime, the relativistic
plasma wavelength λN p for a highly relativistic laser intensity can be much longer
than λp [2]. On the other hand, the longitudinal electric ﬁeld will be highly steep
around the bubble rear [5]. In this bubble regime, therefore, the injected bunch is also
required to reside in a length as short as λp /4 in order to reduce the energy spread.
It is therefore expected that ultrashort electron bunches generated by a typical LWFA
will have durations λp /4c ∼ 10 femtoseconds for plasma densities ne ≃ 1018 ∼ 1019
cm−3 . There is considerable interest in generating even shorter electron bunches, with
attosecond durations, for various applications including attosecond X-ray sources and
direct imaging [16, 17, 18, 19].
In LWFA, a shorter bunch duration down to sub-femtosecond is possible if the
injection of electrons into the wake is highly localized. The localized electron injection
can be achieved by near-threshold self-injection [20, 21, 22], by colliding pulse injection
[14, 15], by up-ramp density transition [23], or by self-truncated ionization injection
[24, 25]. Alternatively, the localized electron injection can be realized by manipulating
the plasma wake structure. For instance, the local plasma wake phase and wavelength
can be tuned by longitudinal plasma density tailoring [26]. To facilitate electron
injection, the wake phase velocity can be reduced momentarily by a density down-ramp
[27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. In particular, the highly localized injection can be achieved
if the time in which the peak forward-directed plasma electron velocity exceeds the
wake phase velocity is ultrashort, which promises the generation of attosecond electron
bunches [34]. So far, the generation of isolated sub-femtosecond electron bunches has
not yet been demonstrated experimentally and several technical challenges still need to
be overcome.
It is well known that the wakeﬁeld structure in the LWFA can be modiﬁed by a static
external magnetic ﬁeld. This may provide an alternative approach to control the electron
injection [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. Due to the suppression of the electron transverse motion,
it was found that the electron injection can be enhanced by a static longitudinal magnetic
ﬁeld of a few tens of tesla [36]. By imposing an external transverse magnetic ﬁeld that
is on the order of hundreds of Tesla, the longitudinal trapping condition in the selfinjection regime can be signiﬁcantly relaxed [37], which also enhances the charge number
of injected electrons. In contrast, it has been recently found that the external magnetic
ﬁeld required to modify the transverse trapping condition in the ionization-injection
regime is only on the order of tens of Tesla [40], which promises eﬃcient generation of
high-quality electron bunches with both high charge and low energy spread. It is noted
that strong magnetic ﬁelds of a few tens of Tesla can be generated in a small volume by
either traditional technology in laboratories [41, 42] or a novel proposal using twisted
laser beams [43].
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In this paper, we present a study of the manipulation of the laser-driven plasma
bubble to control the persistence of electron injection, through combining a densityproﬁle-tailored plasma with a longitudinal magnetic ﬁeld. We show that the static
longitudinal magnetic ﬁeld modiﬁes the transverse structure of the bubble, while the
density gradient changes its longitudinal structure. The magnetic ﬁeld induces a radial
density hole in the bubble rear [38, 39], which expands and as the bubble evolves along
the density down-ramp. Electron injection is triggered by the decreasing phase velocity
of the bubble along the density down-ramp, and then suppressed by the expanding hole
at the bubble rear. In this way, the position and persistence of electron injection can
be controlled, leading to injection of isolated sub-femtosecond electron bunches.
2. Theoretical analysis
We ﬁrst consider the eﬀect of the plasma density gradient on the laser-driven plasma
wake. In a tenuous inhomogeneous plasma, the wake wave has a local phase χ = kp (z)ξ,
where ξ = z − vp t is the relative coordinate, ωp = (ne e2 /ε0 me )1/2 and kp = ωp /vp
are the local plasma frequency and wavenumber, respectively. For a non-relativistic
laser pulse, the wavelength λp (z) only depends on the local plasma density ne (z),
and therefore βp = βg (1 + (χ/2π)(dλp /dz))−1 , where βp = vp /c and βg = vg /c are
the normalized wake phase and laser group velocities, respectively. For a relativistic
laser pulse with initial peak normalized potential amplitude a0 ≫ 1, the eﬀect of laser
amplitude evolution on kp (z) and ωp (z) must be considered appropriately. In this case,
the ponderomotively expelled electrons oscillate transversely
at the relativistic betatron
√
√
frequency ωβ = ωp / 2γe with the Lorentz factor γe ≃ 1 + a2 /2 in the ponderomotive
approximation [44]. The initially stationary electrons return to the laser axis after half a
betatron oscillation period π/ωβ and cross at the bubble rear. The velocity of the bubble
rear, or the phase velocity at χ = −2π, where the longitudinal electric ﬁeld Ez = 0, can
be formulated as βp−1 = βg−1 + cdτ /dz [34], where τ = 2π/ωβ . This approximately gives
the bubble velocity as
[
(√
)]−1
γe dñ
1 dγe
λp0
βp = βg 1 − βg
−√
,
(1)
4
ñ3/2 dz
ñγe dz
where ñ = ne /n0 is the plasma density normalized to the plateau density n0 , and λp0 is
the plasma wavelength corresponding to n0 . The eﬀects of the plasma density gradient
and laser amplitude evolution are included in the terms dñ/dz and dγe /dz, respectively.
The bubble velocity can be reduced by decreasing the plasma density and/or increasing
the laser amplitude.
Under a strong longitudinal magnetic ﬁeld B0 , however, the bubble rear will open
up [38, 39]. In this case, the electrons moving along the bubble sheath experience
a time-varying magnetic ﬂux ϕ = B0 πrb2 (ξ), where rb is the radius of the bubble.
This induces an azimuthal electric ﬁeld, which causes the sheath electrons to obtain
an azimuthal velocity vφ and rotate reversely around the laser axis. As a consequence,
a huge longitudinal magnetic ﬁeld Bz is self-generated and distributes locally inside
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the density-hole region, with the same direction as B0 , as described by Lenz’s law [39].
Finally, the radial motion of sheath electrons is governed by
∂pr
∂pr
pφ vφ
+ vr
=
− eW⊥ − evφ (B0 + Bz ),
(2)
∂t
∂r
r
where pφ vφ /r is the centrifugal force, and W⊥ = Er − cBφ is the radial wakeﬁeld
[5, 6]. It is this centrifugal force that opens up the bubble rear, because it tends to
inﬁnity when r → 0. Considering the equations for the transverse momentum only, the
radius of the hole in the opened bubble rear should be governed mainly by the plasma
√
density and magnetic ﬁeld, which can be approximated by rmin ≈ 2 2(cωc )/ωp2 [38],
where ωc = eB0 /me is the electron cyclotron frequency. Nevertheless, since electrons
experience a strong longitudinal acceleration in the wakeﬁeld, the hole radius also
depends on the instantaneous mean electron energy around the bubble rear, because
the centrifugal force pφ vφ /r = me γe vφ2 /r ∝ γe .
3. PIC simulations
To demonstrate the combined eﬀects of plasma density tailoring and the longitudinal
magnetic ﬁeld on the wake structure, and therefore the consequent electron injection,
three-dimensional (3D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations using OSIRIS [45] have been
performed. In each simulation, a 30 × 30 × 70 µm3 simulation box moves along the
z-axis at the speed of light. It is subdivided into 120 × 120 × 2240 cells with 1 × 1 × 2
particles per cell. The plasma comprises a plateau background density n0 corresponding
to a plasma frequency ωp0 and a Gaussian density bump
ne
= 1 + α exp(−(z − zi )2 /2σz2 ),
(3)
n0
where α is the relative amplitude of the density peak at zi , σz is the characteristic
length of the Gaussian bump. Such a plasma density proﬁle is realizable in experiments
as longs as the ramp does not need to be too steep [29, 46]. A linearly polarized (along
y-direction) laser pulse with duration of 30 fs, with an initial peak normalized amplitude
a0 = 4 and a waist of 15 µm at focal plane z = 0, is used. The laser wavelength is 0.8 µm,
correspondingly the critical plasma density nc = 1.7 × 1021 cm−3 . A uniform external
magnetic ﬁeld B0 is assumed to be along the z-axis and is exerted on the whole plasma
region.
3.1. Evolution of phase velocity due to bubble stretch
Figure 1(a) displays the local plasma density and the laser amplitude as functions of
the propagation distance z. It is seen that the laser amplitude decreases slightly along
almost the whole density bump region before z=200 µm and then increases rapidly
because of self-focusing. Substituting into Eq. (1), the local wake phase velocity can be
calculated analytically. Figure 1(b) illustrates that the bubble rear velocity decreases
dramatically due to the decreasing plasma density at the down-ramp around z ∼ 200
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Figure 1. (Colour online) (a) Tailored plasma density proﬁle with down-ramp
parameters: n0 = 0.0005nc , zi = 150 µm, α = 0.1, and σz = 50 µm. In-situ laser
amplitude obtained from the simulation, where a0 = 4. (b) Bubble velocities obtained
from Eq. (1) using ne with a constant a0 (dot curve) and evolving a as shown in (a)
(dashed curve), and the simulations with B0 = 0 (dash-dot curve) and B0 = 50 T
(solid curve), respectively. Plasma bubble structures superimposed with the on-axis
Ez (normalized to me cωp0 /e) in the case with B0 = 0, when the bubble rear locates at
(c) the slope (zb = 192.7 µm) and (d) the bottom (zb = 300.7 µm) of the down-ramp,
respectively.

µm. The simulation result is in good agreement with the analytical estimation by Eq.
(1) using a varying laser amplitude a extracted from PIC simulations. The bubble rear
velocity estimated by Eq. (1) using a constant a0 is also drawn for comparison. The
reduction in the bubble velocity is mainly attributed to the increase of the wavelength
of the wake. The longitudinal stretch of the wake bubble is conﬁrmed in ﬁgures 1(c) and
1(d), where the radius of the bubble increases from 20.1 to 21.8 µm. As a consequence,
electron injection is triggered, as is illustrated in ﬁgure 1(d). From ﬁgure 1(b), one notes
that the reduction in the bubble velocity is slightly weakened by a longitudinal magnetic
ﬁeld B0 = 50 T. This is because the injected electron bunch in the B0 = 0 case causes
a strong beam loading eﬀect, which enhances the bubble elongation and reduces the
bubble velocity further. In contrast, the injected bunch charge is signiﬁcantly reduced
in the B0 = 50 T case (will be discussed in more detail in the next section) and hence
the beam loading eﬀect is much weaker in this case. It is worth pointing out that the
electron bunch length, transverse emittance, charge number could be well controlled in
density-gradient injection by varying the density diﬀerence and steepness of the density
down-ramp [30, 31].
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Figure 2. (Colour online) (a) Bubble structure for the bubble rear located at
zb = 214.5 µm, where ξ = z − vp t. (b) Trajectories of 500 electrons in the x − y
plane, the electrons are randomly selected from the rectangle region in (a) and the
color denotes their instantaneous longitudinal velocities. (c) Ez corresponding to the
bubble in (a). Green lines outline the bubble sheath. (d) Time evolution of the rootmean-square (RMS) radius rrms and the Lorentz factor γrms of energetic electrons
around the bubble rear, where their RMS distributions are given. Grey shaded region
marks the space where electron injection occurs. Except for B0 = 50 T, all other
parameters are the same as those in ﬁgure 1.

3.2. Magnetic field induced injection suppression along a density down-ramp
To understand the eﬀect of a non-zero B0 on the electron injection, it is important to
reveal ﬁrst its eﬀect on the bubble structure. As previously predicted [38, 39], ﬁgure
2(a) conﬁrms the appearance of an open bubble rear for B0 = 50 T. More importantly,
the electron injection in this case is found to take place over a short distance. The
electron bunch (∼ 0.5 µm) resulting from this highly localized injection is much shorter
than that (∼ 2 µm) in the case with B0 = 0. Figure 2(b) displays the trajectories of 500
electrons in the transverse x-y plane, in which the electrons are randomly selected from
the rectangle region in Fig. 2(a). As predicted by the theoretical analysis, the electrons
moving along the bubble sheath under a longitudinal magnetic ﬁeld will obtain azimuthal
velocities due to the azimuthal electric ﬁeld induced by a time-varying magnetic ﬂux.
As a consequence, these electrons will be defected outward at an oﬀ-axis radius by the
strong centrifugal force and form a hole at the bubble rear. Furthermore, Figure 2(b)
clearly shows that only a few of electrons can approach the axis and be injected. This
conﬁrms that the electron injection has been almost terminated at zb = 241.5 µm.
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Figure 3. (Colour online) (a) Typical electron trajectories selected from the injected
bunch (#1) and the unclosed bubble rear (#2) in ﬁgure 2(a), respectively. Diﬀerent
standing time in some typical acceleration regions (with the same ∆(z − ct) = 0.5
µm) are marked as ∆T1,2,3 . Time is normalized to 1[µm]/c. (b) Correlation between
the maximums of Ez and the radial positions where these maximums are achieved
for 500 electrons randomly selected from ﬁgure 2(b). The RMS longitudinal velocity
βz,rms with its RMS distribution for the energetic electrons at the bubble rear vs the
simulated local bubble velocity βp along the density down-ramp with (c) and without
(d) B0 = 50 T, respectively. The grey shaded regions mark the injection regions.

Because of the open bubble rear, the wake accelerating ﬁeld Ez has its maximum
amplitude away from the laser axis, as shown in ﬁgure 2 (c). As a consequence, the most
eﬃcient acceleration region for the electrons moving along the bubble sheath is located
at a distance away from the axis. Deﬁning γrms , rrms and zrms as the RMS Lorentz
factor, radius and longitudinal position of energetic electrons (γ > 4) around the bubble
rear, ﬁgure 2(d) shows that both γrms and rrms increase before the occurrence of electron
injection. The increase of γrms can be attributed to the prolonged acceleration time
in the expanding bubble along the density down-ramp. With increasing γrms , however,
rrms also increases because the centrifugal force pφ vφ /r ∝ γrms . As a result, ﬁnally, the
increase of rrms inhibits electron injection.
To explain the suppression of electron injection through increasing rrms , the
instantaneous accelerating ﬁelds Ez along the trajectories of two typical electrons are
compared in ﬁgure 3(a). Firstly, we ﬁnd that the injected electron #1 that is closer to the
axis experiences a stronger accelerating ﬁeld than the non-injected electron #2. Deﬁning
|Ez,max | and rmax as the maximum of Ez and the corresponding radial position where this
maximum is achieved, ﬁgure 3(b) shows a linear negative correlation between |Ez,max |
and rmax . This linear correlation is attributed to the linear distribution of Ez along
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the transverse direction in the bubble regime [4], which is insensitive to the external
magnetic ﬁeld if ωc < ωp . Secondly, we ﬁnd that the most eﬃcient acceleration region
(i.e., near the location of |Ez,max |) for electron #1 is much closer to its turning point than
that for electron #2. Therefore, the electron #1 can stay in the eﬃcient acceleration
region for a longer period ∆T3 = 11.2, compared to ∆T1 = 2.7 for the electron #2 as
show in ﬁgure 3(a). The stronger accelerating ﬁeld and longer accelerating time combine
to guarantee that electron #1 can be accelerated to the bubble velocity and therefore
be trapped. In contrast, electron #2 can not be injected since it is further away from
the axis. With increasing rrms , more and more energetic electrons will be far away from
the axis, as electron #2. As a result, electron injection is inhibited for these electrons.
Figure 3(c) shows that electron injection is triggered as soon as the increasing RMS
velocity βz,rms of energetic electrons exceeds the decreasing wake phase velocity along
the density down-ramp. However, injection ends promptly because βz quickly decreases
due to the increasing rrms for B0 = 50 T. In contrast, ﬁgure 3(d) shows that electron
injection lasts a longer time since βz is nearly constant under B0 = 0.
3.3. Subfemtosecond electron bunches produced by 3D manipulation of the plasma
bubble
From the above analysis, it is evident that electron injection can be ﬂexibly controlled
by the combination of a density down-ramp and a magnetic ﬁeld B0 . The density downramp triggers the electron injection, while the magnetic ﬁeld B0 suppresses the injection.
The required B0 to suppress the injection decreases with decreasing plasma density n0
because the radius of the hole in the open bubble rear is inversely proportional to n0 [38].
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) illustrate that a weaker magnetic ﬁeld B0 = 20 T can suppress
injection for a lower density n0 = 0.0002nc , where the corresponding length of injected
electron bunch is reduced from ∼ 8 to ∼ 1.5 µm. The required B0 for suppressing
injection can be further reduced by reducing the plasma density gradient. Figures 4(c)
and 4(d) illustrate that electron injection can be eﬀectively suppressed by B0 = 10 T if a
more gentle down-ramp is adopted (α = 0.3), which is also more feasible experimentally.
Figures 4(e) and 4(f) show the phase-space distributions and currents of the ultrashort
electron bunches presented in ﬁgures 4(b) and 4(d). The quasi-monoenergetic electron
bunches have high peak currents ∼ 23.2(5) kA, respectively.
Table 1 lists the main parameters of injected electrons bunches with diﬀerent
magnetic ﬁeld strengths B0 and density ﬂuctuations α. It is seen that a magnetic
ﬁeld B0 on the order of ten Tesla can signiﬁcantly reduce the bunch duration, and a
sub-femtosecond bunch can be achieved in the case with α = 0.3 and B0 = 10 T. In the
case α = 0.3, the electron injection can be completely suppressed by a magnetic ﬁeld
B0 = 20 T. In general, it is found that the charge number decreases with the decreasing
bunch duration. And the approximately linear relation between Q and τrms [30, 31]
is still satisﬁed in these cases. In addition, the energy spread also decreases with the
decreasing bunch duration since a shorter bunch can be loaded in a relatively narrower
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Figure 4. (Colour online) Bubble structures and injected electron bunches in densityproﬁle-tailored plasma with n0 = 0.0002nc , σz = 100 and (a) B0 = 0, α = 0.5; (b)
B0 = 20 T, α = 0.5; (c) B0 = 0, α = 0.3; (d) B0 = 10 T, α = 0.3. Insets: Charge
proﬁles of the injected electron bunches. (e)-(f) Phase-space distributions and currents
of the injected electron bunches in (b) and (d), respectively.
Table 1. Charge number Q, RMS duration τrms , transverse normalized emittance
ϵn,x(y) and RMS energy spread ∆E of injected electrons bunches at laser propagation
distance z ≃ 990 µm, subjected to a longitudinal magnetic ﬁeld of diﬀerent magnitudes
B0 . The plasma density is tailored as ne = n0 [1 + α exp(−(z − zi )2 /2σz2 )] with
n0 = 0.0002nc , zi = 350 µm, and σz = 100µm. The results with diﬀerent density
ﬂuctuations α = 0.3 and 0.5 are compared.

α B0 [T] Q[pC] τrms [fs] ϵn,x(y) [µm] ∆ E[MeV]
0
52.9
3.3
0.8(0.8)
3.8
7
0.6
0.8(1.1)
1.3
0.3 10
20
0
0
119.4
6.2
0.8(1)
5.6
0.5 10
73.3
3.7
1.2(1.1)
4
20
35
1.3
1.2(1.3)
2.4

phase interval and hence feel an uniform accelerating ﬁeld. However, the transverse
emittance slightly increases in the cases B0 ̸= 0 because the electron injection occurs oﬀ
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the axis around the bubble rear in these cases.
More important, our simulations conﬁrm that the duration of electron bunch
decreases monotonously with the increasing magnetic ﬁeld B0 for a given plasma
density proﬁle. This demonstrates that the longitudinal magnetic ﬁeld provides an
additional degrees of freedom in the control of electron injection besides the plasma
density gradient. Therefore, our proposed method, introducing an external magnetic
ﬁeld into a density-tailored plasma, has more ﬂexibility and power in the control of
electron injection for the generation of ultrashort electron bunches.
4. Conclusion
In summary, sub-femtosecond electron bunches with a few pC in charge are accessible
in the LWFA if electron injection is ﬁnely controlled by 3D manipulation of the plasma
bubble. Combining a plasma density gradient with an external magnetic ﬁeld, not only
modulates the bubble velocity but also the electron longitudinal velocity. In this 3D
manipulation, the increase of the bubble length along the density down-ramp increases
the electron energy around the bubble rear, which results in electron injection, while
an expanding hole in the bubble rear suppresses injection. The latter is attributed
to the centrifugal force, which is proportional to the electron energy. The expanding
hole will in return reduce the electron energy around the bubble rear. As a result,
prompt suppression of electron injection is achieved. This 3D manipulation of the
plasma bubble may enable realisation of sub-femtosecond electron bunches with readily
accessible parameters both for density proﬁles and magnetic ﬁeld strength. Furthermore,
it may be extended to generate electron bunches with narrow energy spreads since the
electrons can be properly phased in the wake and beam loading can be compensated as
long as the electron injection is suppressed at a proper time [28].
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